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promoTing TalenT

talent does not depend on your origin, nationality or religion, which is why the Scholarships and 
culture department sets different standards for its fellows. it is looking for young personalities, 
who excel academically, are politically and socially engaged, and are committed to the values of 
Christian democracy. Currently, more than 3,300 students and doctoral candidates in all fields are 
receiving support – more fellows than ever. The Scholarship Programme helps them find intern-
ships, assists them as they begin their career and opens doors in academia, business, culture and 
politics.

Student promotion

record number of new students
in 2011 the academic excellence programme admitted 600 new students, breaking all records. at 
the end of the year, 2,603 student fellows were receiving support.

The Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung hopes this expansion will help students who are the first in their 
family to go to university, polytechnic students as well as students with an immigrant background. 
that was one reason the promotion of german Students department was renamed the promotion 
of Studies department. thanks to a comprehensive outreach and public information effort, a large 
number of students from the mentioned groups were encouraged to apply, and after a selection 
process many of them became fellows. among the new instruments is the mentorship programme 
for school students, www.senkrechtstarter.org, that began in 2011. more than 300 fellows and KaS 
alumni are already involved in this programme. this has led to a change in the composition of the 
group of fellows. more than one-third of all 2011 fellows grew up in a household where the parents 
did not attend university or are from an immigrant background; sixteen percent are studying at 
technical colleges.
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http://www.senkrechtstarter.org
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The life of fellows abroad
in addition to the growing fellows programme, classes have become more international so the 
number of fellows studying abroad has steadily risen. in october, the support programme assigned 
all fellows abroad to their specific fields, and placed them in fellows or contact groups. At all sites 
abroad with more than five fellows, advisors have either introduced or are already applying the 
instruments of academic excellence used in germany. these instruments include an obligatory 
country seminar in England and France and the coordination of and financial support for events 
organised by the fellows themselves in all other countries.

european and regional focus areas
the foundation’s primary issues played a central role in the seminar programme. meetings with 
political decision-makers from european neighbours gained greater importance. the discussion 
partners included high-ranking representatives of EU institutions as well as office holders and 
other leading figures of Christian democratic parties. With financial support from the federal Ministry 
of education and research, the new Support measures project organised nineteen seminars on 
teaching soft skills.

expanding communication among university student groups and in the regions has been of central 
importance to the promotion of Studies department. using in-house guidelines on strengthening 
university groups, the groups’ activities have expanded since the winter semester 2011/12, and 
are being coordinated with help from the newly established fellows advisory council.

ViBesa in the starting Blocks
improving the organisational process is crucial – given how many more scholarships are being 
handed out and as funds to carry out the necessary tasks have dropped. Since 2009, the Scholarship 
programme has been working on the electronic vibeSa database system that covers everything 
from the application process to keeping in touch with fellows and alumni, and which includes a 
new website and the electronic files of all applicants and scholarship recipients. The portal was 
tested successfully for the first time in December 2011; in 2012 the Scholarship Programme will 
begin operating the entire system in full.

grade StatiSticS 2011* promotion of StudieS department

 cum laude 12 % 
 very good  35 % 
 good 34 % 
 fully satisfactory  12 % 
 satisfactory 6 % 
  sufficient  1 %

* Promotion of Studies Department

academic fields

Economics and Social Sciences 31 %

Linguistics and Cultural Studies 19 %

Law 14 %

Human, Dental and Veterinary Medicine 12 %

Mathematics and Natural Sciences 11 %

Engineering Sciences 9 %

Fine Arts 1 %

Agricultural and Nutrition Sciences, Forestry 1 %

Other 2 %
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doctoral Support

rising scholarship numbers
The number of doctoral fellows has also risen: In 2011, 463 fellows received financial support (in 
2010 the figure was 448). Thanks to a healthy financial situation, three selection meetings took 
place and 184 new doctoral scholars joined the programme (in 2010, 145 did). of those completing 
the programme, a third finished summa cum laude, 57 percent magna cum laude, about every 
tenth student attained cum laude distinction, and one person received rite (satisfactory recogniti-
on). The event programme was tailored especially to doctoral students while also reflecting some 
of the KaS’ focus areas – thus respecting the wishes of the substantially larger group of graduate 
student fellows.

successful Doctoral programmes
the Social market economy programme – with KaS treasurer franz Schoser as advisor and  
headed by professor rolf hasse (fraunhofer centre for eastern and central europe) has enough 
financial means to organise a series of events to run alongside the doctoral fellows programme 
beginning in 2012, as well as the development of a relevant network – mostly because of its 
cooperation with the “initiative neue Soziale marktwirtschaft” (initiative new Social market econo-
my). a concept for the events was developed in 2011. the programme currently oversees eleven 
doctoral candidates.

fellows and professors in the contemporary history programme run by deputy KaS chairwoman 
professor beate neuss organised a seminar in hof and mödlareuth called „mauerschatten“ (the 
Shadows of the wall) on the reality and effects of east germany. KaS honorary chairman, profes-
sor bernhard vogel, was one of the people who attended as a witness to history.

Cooperation with the eles scholarship programme
in 2011, the general seminar programme also offered seminars tailored primarily for doctoral fel-
lows, like a seminar abroad on the european union in cadenabbia and a cooperation seminar with 
the bertelsmann foundation in gütersloh on educational policy and immigration. an interesting 
and fruitful dialogue on the culture of remembrance, Jewish culture in post-war germany and how 
fiction deals with National Socialism took place at the first cooperation seminar with the Ernst  
ludwig ehrlich Studienwerk for Jewish Scholars in neversdorf. the generous hospitality of the 
udo Keller Stiftung forum humanum helped make the event a success.

in 2011, two historians in the promotion from abroad and the doctoral promotion programmes – 
ekaterina Kulikova and elke faber – each won a three-month fellowship from the dorothee-wilms-
Stiftung. 

maria elisabeth rotter’s dissertation Faktor Bürokratie (Factor Bureaucracy) – on the influence of 
bureaucratic politics on uS and german efforts to promote democracy in poland and ukraine – was 
published by lit publishing house in its “gesellschaftspolitische Schriftenreihe der begabtenförde-
rung” (series on the promotion of academic excellence).

Conference of academic advisors
the annual academic advisors’ conference took place in bochum, again with the participation of 
many skilled advisors. following the keynote address by KaS chairman hans-gert pöttering, the 
industrial culture, the culture industry and the diversity of both the new and old ruhr region took 
centre stage at the event.
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programme for Young JournaliStS (Jona)

education abroad
international seminars on promoting young journalists were worth noting in 2011. the series of 
german-arab journalism seminars continued with two projects in cairo and abu dhabi (united 
arab emirates), while arab journalists also visited germany as part of the programme. in cairo, 
for example, nine Jona fellows and seven young egyptian journalists met shortly after the revolu-
tion to research the desire by egyptians for change, and how it manifests itself in daily life.

fourteen Jona fellows attended a multimedia seminar in bucharest, where they produced reports, 
videos and animated sequences for the online theme page “aufbruch – rumänien ringt mit 
Ceauşescus Erbe” (Awakening – Romania Comes to Terms with Ceauşescu’s Legacy). A central 
issue was the question of how romanian society is dealing with its communist past, and the les-
sons it has learned. the theme page www.aufbruch-magazin.de demonstrated the many innova-
tive ways of telling a story on the internet.

Journalism seminars on Current issues
the Jona training programme took on socially relevant issues. the 125th anniversary of the auto-
mobile was the topic of a ten-day tv seminar. with support from daimler, ten young journalists 
produced the tv programme PS – The car magazine. a multimedia seminar looked into the cultu-
ral understanding of both actors and visitors at the “berlinale” (berlin film festival). fellows also 
cooperated with the magazine RehaTreff to receive a better understanding of how to integrate 
people with disabilities. aside from programme seminars, Jona also teaches fellows the basics of 
working in the media. this takes place through a series of print journalism, tv, radio and theory 
seminars, the latter of which include workshops on research and ethics.

in 2011, two Jona fellows again were honoured for their skills as young journalists as they re- 
ceived the cnn Journalist award in the online category for their reports from damascus for  
Soukmagazine, an online middle east website. in 2011, a total of 36 young people were admitted 
to Jona, considered one of germany’s leading journalism programmes.

promotion of StudentS from abroad

germany needs competent partners around the world, which is why promoting academics from 
abroad is a core concern of the KAS. The financial support provided to foreign postgraduates helps 
shape the leaders of tomorrow; with its integration into the non-material support programme it 
promotes better communication with german academics. 

in 2011, 240 foreign students received support, of which 38 came from asia, 17 from africa and 
the middle east, 34 from latin america and 128 from central and eastern europe. women made 
up 64 percent of the total. Selection meetings in chile, china, lithuania (for applicants from bela-
rus) and South Korea preceded the awarding of the scholarships. 34 fellows were newly admitted 
into the programme, and the students excelled academically. of the 32 examination results, 30 
were with special distinction. 

the european council organized a seminar on european human rights policy for political scientists 
and lawyers from eastern europe in Strasbourg, as part of the “european dialogue” seminar 
series.

http://www.aufbruch-magazin.de
http://baerlinale2011.de
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career ServiceS and Support

the promotion of Studies programme systematically prepares its scholarship recipients for their 
careers. an active network of alumni, academic advisors, partners within companies, trade associ-
ations, lawyers’ offices and politicians help the department of Career Services and Support in pro-
viding the necessary know-how for careers at the national, european and international level. for-
mer fellows can also take advantage of the network when planning career moves.

expanding network of Cooperation partners
long-standing partnerships have existed with baSf, axel Springer publishing house, the ludwig-
erhard-Stiftung, mcKinsey & company, boston consulting group, noerr llp, a. t. Kearney, roland 
berger Strategy consultants, oliver wyman consulting and booz & company. in 2011, the german 
employment agency, Kienbaum and the law company Simmons & Simmons also became partners. 
the companies put on eighteen workshops in all, with the slogan “today’s leaders meet tomorrow’s 
key players” where fellows and a number of recent alumni could gain insights on recruiting strate-
gies for new employees and leaders.

reconciling Work and family life
the Scholarship programme provided soft skills training for young leaders in 2011 as part of its 
extracurricular programme. in workshops on political communication, speechwriters acquired the 
necessary skills for careers in politics and associations. a three-step coaching programme provided 
budding female leaders with strategies for career advancement. fellows with children – who were 
assisted by the Scholarship programme in founding a network for parents – explored how to 
reconcile raising children with university studies and beginning a career.

the projects with european and international dimension of the career Services and Support 
department enjoy an excellent reputation. the robert Schuman scholarship programme worked to 
ensure that university graduates would qualify for a position within eu institutions, and to improve 
the german presence at the european level. the training programme to prepare for the selection 
process for a career with the german foreign ministry was again on the agenda in 2011. professor 
beate neuss, deputy chair of the KaS, and the department of european and international coope-
ration each provided support and expertise.

culture

The foundation fulfils its mission to promote art and culture with a variety of programmes. Here 
the KaS mostly focuses on the visual arts and literature. 

worth mentioning is the trustee programme ehf 2010, which has become an outstanding model 
of civic engagement in the context of educational policy work. ehf 2010 developed into a net-
work of outstanding individuals, seen by artists as a seal of quality and which many in the public 
recognise as a brand.

aside from the homage for arvo pärt and the KaS literary award for arno geiger, the department 
organised a number of cultural events and conferences.

the sixth sold-out charity exhibition which included sixty works of art from former and current 
fellows brought in a record sum, which increased the assets of ehf 2010.

Ceremony in Heidelberg on  
18 July 2011 awarding the 

 Bruno Heck Award: (from left to 
right) Prof. Bernhard Vogel, 
 award winner Daniele Jütte, 

 Alexandra Maria Schuck (laure-
ate of the special artistic award) 

and spokesman of KAS alumni 
Markus Zeitzen.

http://www.kas.de/wf/de/33.21706/
http://www.kas.de/wf/de/33.28802/
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�� trustees met for the third time for a workshop in cadenabbia to exchange ideas on the fund’s 
strategic orientation and to meet with cultural representatives. attending were ehf fellows 
Philipp Lachenmann (visual arts), Gregor Sander (literature) and Sascha Dragićević (com- 
posing).

�� the 9th international cultural Soirée focussed on estonia’s cultural diversity. it was a full house 
for ambassador mart laanemäe and professor christoph Stölzl and an evening of literature, 
music and art from the culturally diverse republic. 

�� an exhibition with franziska holstein and robert Seidel wrapped up the KaS Year of culture 
2011.

�� at the KaS authors’ workshop in cadenabbia young authors such as michael Kleeberg, ilma 
rakusa and monika rinck thrilled the participants, as did ehf fellow Katja oskamp.

�� Sixteen German studies specialists from fifteen European countries met at the 5th european  
conference on german studies, where they underscored the importance of “migrationsliteratur”, 
fiction on or related to immigration, and of integration in the language. Among the guests were 
writer Sibylle lewitscharoff and linguist, professor uwe pörksen. the new website www.kas.de/
deutschesprache has proved to be more popular than expected.

�� Joint events with bonn university (a reading by durs grünbein) and with Christ&Welt in the 
weekly newspaper Die ZEIT, along with one with the bonn house of literature (an evening with 
state parliamentarian armin laschet and Yoko tawada) continued to great acclaim.

Picture Credits:
Niklas Schenck (p. 6 down)
All other pictures:
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung

http://www.kas.de/deutschesprache
http://www.kas.de/deutschesprache
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